Incidence of heart failure in infarcted rats that die spontaneously

Abstract

The present study reports for the first time the incidence of congestive heart failure (CHF) in previously infarcted rats that died spontaneously. Previously, pulmonary (PWC) and hepatic (HWC) water contents were determined in normal rats: 14 control animals were evaluated immediately after sacrifice, 8 placed in a refrigerator for 24 h, and 10 left at room temperature for 24 h. In the infarcted group, 9 rats died before (acute) and 28 died 48 h after (chronic) myocardial infarction. Thirteen chronic animals were submitted only to autopsy (N = 13), whereas PWC and HWC were also determined in the others (N = 15). Seven rats survived 48 h and died during anesthesia. Notably, PWC differed in normal rats: ambient (75.7 ± 1.3%) < control (77.5 ± 0.7%) < refrigerator (79.1 ± 1.4%) and there were no differences with respect to HWC. No clinical signs of CHF (dyspnea, lethargy or foot edema) were observed in infarcted rats before death. PWC was elevated in all chronic and anesthetized rats. HWC was increased in 48% of chronic and in all anesthetized rats. Our data showed that PWC needs to be evaluated before 24 h post mortem and that CHF is the rule in chronic infarcted rats suffering natural death. The congestive syndrome cannot be diagnosed correctly in rats by clinical signs alone, as previously proposed.

Introduction

Experimental models have proven to be valuable to clarify important topics related to the pathophysiology, treatment, prognosis, and survival of animals with congestive heart failure (CHF). However, some fundamental information on experimental models of CHF is lacking. As a matter of fact, even though the incidence and prevalence of heart failure following a myocardial infarction (MI) have been extensively studied in humans (1-5), no data on heart failure incidence are available about the widely recognized experimental murine model of MI.

The present study reports the incidence of CHF in previously infarcted rats that died spontaneously. Autopsy was performed on all infarcted female rats that died spontaneously throughout one year in our laboratory, with special emphasis on the signs of pulmonary and/or hepatic congestion. Even though CHF is not always present in human deaths with reports of previous infarction, we showed that CHF is a rule in rats that die spontaneously more than 48 h after MI.
Material and Methods

The rats were cared for in compliance with the Principles of Laboratory Animal Care formulated by the National Institute of Health (National Institute of Health publication No. 96-23, revised, 1996) according to the protocol approved by the Ethics Research Committee of the Federal University of São Paulo, Brazil.

Female Wistar rats (180 to 220 g) were subjected to MI according to a well-accepted technique (6-8). Briefly, left thoracotomy was performed after anesthesia with a mixture of ketamine (50 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg). The heart was exteriorized and the anterior descending coronary artery ligated with 6-0 polypropylene. The heart was quickly returned to its position and the thorax immediately closed.

The rats were housed in clear polyethylene cages under controlled temperature (22 ± 1ºC), humidity and light/dark cycles (12/12 h), with free access to food and water. The infarcted sample consisted of consecutive cases of female rats that had died naturally over a period of one year and that could be evaluated in due time.

Seventy-six rats were divided into seven groups according to the time and conditions of evaluation. Initially, three groups of normal rats were studied to determine pulmonary (PWC) and hepatic (HWC) water contents in order to define whether normal tissue water content is altered when autopsy is performed 24 h after death. PWC and HWC were determined in 14 control rats (control group) immediately after sacrifice with an overdose of thiopental. Eight other rats were sacrificed and maintained for 24 h in a refrigerator at a controlled temperature of 2-5ºC (group 24 h in refrigerator: 24R), and ten rats were sacrificed and maintained for 24 h at room temperature (21-24ºC) before tissue water content was determined (group 24 h at ambient temperature: 24A).

Forty-four infarcted animals were analyzed in four other groups according to ensuing conditions. Nine animals recovered from anesthesia, awoke, and died within 48 h of coronary occlusion (acute group: Ac). Two chronic groups (survival of at least 48 h after coronary occlusion) included rats that were submitted to autopsy with histopathologic evaluation (Ch-N: N = 13) or analyzed for PWC and HWC (Ch-W: N = 15). Seven other animals that survived 48 h after acute MI and died during anesthesia for echocardiographic examination also had PWC and HWC determined (anesthesia group: An). In the animals used for water content evaluation necropsy was necessarily limited to macroscopic analysis.

Autopsies

All animals were submitted to complete macroscopic evaluation, except for the central nervous system, within 24 h after death, with the aim of evaluating the occurrence of CHF. All thoracic and abdominal organs were analyzed with particular emphasis on heart size, intracavitary thrombus, pulmonary congestion or hemorrhage, hydrothorax, ascites, edema, and liver congestion. In addition, heart, lung and liver slices were evaluated in the Ch-N group. One-millimeter sections were cut transversely along the left ventricular major axis at the midpoint from the apex to the base of the heart and dehydrated in alcohol, cleared in xylene and embedded in paraffin. The blocks were sliced and stained with hematoxylin-eosin and Masson’s trichrome to characterize MI size. Lung and liver samples were fixed in 10% phosphate-buffered formalin for 24 h and prepared for routine histopathologic examination with hematoxylin-eosin staining. Hepatic and/or lung edema, enlargement of the alveolar wall, fluid edema in alveolar spaces, and chronic passive liver congestion were accepted as signs of CHF. The histological slices of 13 rats were used to measure MI size. These sections were stained, photo-
graphed and analyzed with the Image Tool 3.00® software (The University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, TX, USA) in order to determine 1) left ventricle (LV) circumference, and 2) length of the infarcted portion of LV myocardium at the midpoint of the chamber wall. MI sizes were determined by estimating the percentage of LV circumference occupied by a MI fibrous scar (6,9).

**Pulmonary and hepatic water content**

In the excised lung and liver tissues from 31 infarcted rats (Ac, Ch-W, and An) evaluated within 12 h after death, wet weight (WW) and dry weight (DW) were determined before and after drying the samples at 70°C in a negative vacuum pressure of -760 mmHg until they achieved a constant weight. Water content (%H₂O) was estimated using the formula:

\[
\%H_2O = \frac{(WW - DW)}{WW} \times 100
\]

**Statistical analysis**

Data are reported as means ± SD. Differences between groups were compared (Sigma Stat® 2.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) by one-way ANOVA followed by the Student-Newman-Keuls test, with the level of significance set at P < 0.05.

**Results**

**Necroscopic studies**

MI occupied 42 ± 16% (range: 24 to 68%) of the ventricular perimeter of the rats studied at autopsy.

Evidence of pulmonary congestion was found in 12 (92.3%) of 13 Ch-N rats, while hepatic congestion was found in 5 (38%). The only Ch-N animal that did not present evidence of CHF had probable lung congestion and subtle chronic passive liver congestion. These circumstances did not allow us to affirm the presence of overt CHF; however, congestive syndrome could not be ruled out and was quite probably present.

Three animals showed signs of cardiopulmonary infection disease. One died 61 days after coronary occlusion, and revealed a large purulent pleural collection. The other two rats died 5 and 7 days after surgery and had discrete fungus pericarditis characterized by hematoxylin-eosin plus Gram and PAS staining. Hydrothorax was present in three rats, ascites in one and hemothorax associated with a pulmonary infarction in one. Pedal edema was not found in any of these rats.

**Water content**

Differences were noted between the three groups analyzed to determine the influence of the time elapsed after death on tissue water content (Figure 1). Curiously, animals left at ambient temperature for 24 h presented a lower PWC (24A group: 75.7 ± 1.3%; P < 0.05) than rats examined immediately (control group: 77.5 ± 0.7%), while animals maintained in a refrigerator revealed higher values (P < 0.05) of PWC (24R group: 79.1 ± 1.4%). No significant differences were noted with respect to HWC (control:...
74.1 ± 1.9%; 24A: 74.6 ± 0.6%; 24R: 75 ± 0.5%).

PWC was used as an indicator of left-sided heart failure (LSHF) and HWC as an indicator of right-sided heart failure (RSHF). The results (Figure 2) revealed LSHF and RSHF in both chronic groups of infarcted rats. In fact, PWC (Figure 2A) and HWC (Figure 2B) of An (80.6 ± 0.7 and 76.1 ± 0.6%, respectively) and Ch-W animals (81.6 ± 2.0 and 75.6 ± 2.0%, respectively) were significantly higher than those of control (77.5 ± 0.7 and 74.1 ± 1.9%, respectively) and Ac (77.7 ± 1.9 and 72.9 ± 0.8%, respectively) animals. There were no differences between control and Ac with respect to PWC or to HWC.

CHF was considered to be present when the water content of an animal was equal to or higher than the mean plus two standard deviations (x + 2SD) of control in the lung and/or in the liver.

In the Ch-W group, only one rat presented PWC equal to x ± 2SD of control; all the other Ch-W rats presented PWC higher than x ± 2SD of control. Similarly, all the rats of the An group presented PWC higher than x ± 2SD of control. Only one animal of the Ac group had an abnormal PWC, thus leading us to conclude that this animal probably died in LSHF.

Using the control values as the index for determining individual RSHF, it was not possible to identify particular cases of hepatic congestion in the An and Ch-W groups, even though mean HWC values for the An and Ch-W groups were significantly higher compared to control rats. This seems to be dependent on the inexplicably high values of the standard deviation in control. Nevertheless, assuming that the Ac rats were devoid of RSHF, and taking their values for comparison purposes, we were able to conclude that all An rats and 53% (8 of 15) of the rats in the Ch-W group presented RSHF.

Discussion

An interesting methodological aspect emerges from the analyses of different non-infarcted groups. In these groups, it was shown that for rats analyzed 24 h after death, the PWC depends on the distinct conditions used to maintain the animals post mortem. Indeed, when the rats were left at room temperature (24A group) the values of PWC decreased when compared with those of rats immediately submitted for evaluation (control group), in contrast to the increased PWC values detected in the rats maintained in a refrigerator (24R group). Considering the elevated normal PWC (77.5 ± 0.7%), we may assume that the lower level of room air humidity allowed water evaporation from lung tissue, thus resulting in a reduced amount of PWC. In contrast, it seems that the humid environment of the refrigerator induced water uptake by the tissue of the rats of the 24R group. This interpretation is consistent with the fact that the water content of an organ that has no direct contact with the environment - the liver - was not influenced by the external milieu. These results support the view that when determining tissue composition we need to take into account that the volatile components of an organ in contact with the surrounding environment are affected by these external environmental fac-

Figure 2. Lung (A) and liver (B) water content in control rats (C: N = 14) and in infarcted rats that died in the acute period (Ac: N = 9), during anesthesia (An: N = 7) or in the chronic period (Ch-W: N = 15). Data are reported as the mean (horizontal solid lines) ± SD (dotted lines). *P < 0.05 (one-way ANOVA plus the Student-Newman-Keuls test).
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Overall, these results suggest that PWC should be analyzed within less than 24 h after death.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous data on CHF incidence in rats subjected to coronary occlusion that die spontaneously. Previous papers referred to pulmonary congestion in infarcted rats evaluated after the rodents were sacrificed, one week after coronary occlusion or later (10-16), with pulmonary congestion characterized by average group values - so much so, that the individual presence of heart failure could not be recognized.

When CHF was analyzed taking PWC into account, our results showed that LSHF occurred in all infarcted rats that died 48 h after coronary occlusion or later. Likewise, the autopsies showed that all but one rat revealed definitive evidence of pulmonary congestion in pathological analysis. The only animal in the Ch-N group not included in those affected by evident heart failure presented poorly defined manifestations of pulmonary edema. CHF cannot be ruled out in this animal. Accordingly, it seems reasonable that CHF is common in infarcted rats that die spontaneously, with a wide range of MI size (24 to 68% of LV) in the chronic period after coronary occlusion. In addition to clear indications of LSHF, liver congestion was observed in approximately half of our chronically infarcted animals, suggesting RSHF associated with LSHF. Therefore, our data indicate the possibility of some form of CHF in all rats that die spontaneously after 48 h of coronary occlusion.

On the other hand, heart failure was not a frequent finding in rats that died within 48 h of coronary occlusion. Indeed, hepatic congestion did not occur and pulmonary congestion was found in only 1 of 9 (11%) of these rodents. Previous papers (17,18) have shown that in the rat the deaths occurring during the acute period of coronary occlusion are due to cardiac arrhythmias. Thus, the uncommon CHF in our acute group is in keeping with the idea that the congestive syndrome is not a frequent disturbance in rats that die in the acute phase of coronary occlusion, as occurs in chronic cases.

The indiscriminate increase in PWC and HWC in rats that died during anesthesia deserves some attention. These results indicate that, although these animals did not present a critical clinical state, they were in high anesthetic risk, probably due to CHF, and this fact supports the idea that infarcted rats that die after 48 h of coronary occlusion suffer from a congestive state. Moreover, as these rats did not exhibit any clinical signs indicating CHF, a notable point emerges from our data: it now appears incorrect to consider that a diagnosis of heart failure can be performed precisely in infarcted rats, when attempted in the presence of dyspnea, lethargy or pedal edema, as previously proposed (19-22).

Taking into account the recognized gender peculiarities of myocardium remodeling and heart failure (23,24), our data are inevitably limited in the sense that the omnipresence of CHF in chronically infarcted rats that die spontaneously might be restricted to females until the same result can be verified in males.

Finally, it should be pointed out that our data do not permit speculation as to the cause of death of these rodents. In humans, it is firmly believed (25) that for half of the patients with chronic CHF, death occurs by progressive intensification of the congestive state, while in the remaining half arrhythmias are the cause of death. In experimental models of chronic heart failure there is no information concerning the cause of death.
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